In this paper, we develop a stochastic approximation type algorithm to solve finite state and action, infinite-horizon, risk-aware Markov decision processes. Our algorithm is based on solving stochastic saddle-point problems for risk estimation and doing Q-learning for finding the optimal risk-aware policy. We show that several widely investigated risk measures (e.g. conditional value-at-risk, optimized certainty equivalent, and absolute semi-deviation) can be expressed as such stochastic saddle-point problems. We establish the almost sure convergence and convergence rate results for our overall algorithm. For error tolerance and learning rate k, the convergence rate of our algorithm is Ω((ln(1/δ )/ 2 ) 1/k +(ln(1/ )) 1/(1−k) ) with probability 1 − δ.
Introduction
The analysis of complex systems such as inventory control, financial markets, waste-to-energy plants and computer networks is difficult because of the inherent uncertainties in these systems. Risk-aware optimization offers a possible remedy by giving stronger reliability guarantees than the risk-neutral case. Furthermore, it allows expression of the risk attitude of the decision maker. Risk awareness is especially important in sequential decision making because of the dynamic nature of the uncertainty.
Markov decision processes (MDPs) introduced by Bellman in [10] provide a mathematical framework for modeling sequential decision making in situations where outcomes are partly random and partly under the control the decision maker. However, in many cases the exact model of the underlying Markov decision process is not known and one can only observe the trajectory of states, actions, and rewards/costs. The Q-learning technique developed in [75] can produce an optimal policy in this model-free case. In this paper, we synthesize the work on risk-aware optimization with the Q-learning technique. As our main contribution, we develop a novel asynchronous stochastic approximation algorithm to solve infinite-horizon risk-aware Markov decision processes. This algorithm enables us to compute the risk-aware optimal policy based only on online observations, without any knowledge of the cost function or translation probabilities.
Literature review

Risk measure
In financial mathematics, a risk measure is used to determine the amount of an asset or set of assets (traditionally currency) to be kept in reserve to make the risk acceptable to the regulator (e.g. financial institutions). In general, a risk measure is a mapping from random variables to scalars. In recent years, attention has been focused on convex and coherent risk measures. In [62] , a theory of convex analysis is developed for optimization of convex risk measures. Several specific examples of convex and coherent risk measures along with their various representations are given in [67, Chapter 6] , including mean-deviation, average value-at-risk, and expected utility.
Special attention has been given to the class of coherent and law invariant risk measures. The most widely investigated and common risk measure is certainly conditional value-at-risk (CVaR). Optimization of CVaR is studied in [60] , which reveals that CVaR has many desirable properties for stochastic optimization. In [30] , the authors study a coherent version of the entropic risk measure, both in the law-invariant case and in the presence of model ambiguity. The authors consider the worst-case conditional expectation in [39] , and develop a corresponding representation result. The most famous representation result for law-invariant coherent risk measures is the Kusuoka representation (see [65] for example) which shows that such risk measures can be 'built' out of CVaR. There are several other important classes of risk measures such as: optimized certainty equivalent [13] , spectral measures of risk [2] , and distortion risk measures [15] .
Computational methods for risk-aware optimization problem are extremely important for any practical application. In [43] , CVaR-constrained optimization is solved with discretization, linearization, and sample average approximation. For multistage CVaR optimization, [55] uses the dual representation of general coherent risk measures to develop sampling-based algorithms for this problem. In [7] , stochastic approximation is used to estimate CVaR in data-driven optimization. Moreover, in [23] , stochastic interior-point algorithms are developed for risk-constrained optimization problems.
Risk-aware MDPs
We are especially interested in risk-aware sequential decision-making. Risk-aware MDPs have been studied from several perspectives. In [34] , the authors develop the convex analytic approach for risk-aware MDPs. In [9] , the authors minimize a certainty equivalent of the total cost for both finite and infinite horizon problems (where the cost is discounted). In [8] , the problem of minimizing the average-value-at-risk of the discounted cost over both the finite and infinite horizon is investigated. In [25] , both risk and modeling errors are taken into account in an MDP framework for risk-sensitive and robust decision making. Moreover, an approximate value-iteration algorithm is presented to solve the problem with error guarantees. A CVaRconstrained MDP is solved with both offline and online iterative algorithms in [16] . In [33] , the authors study stochastic dominance-constrained MDPs, and show that this class of MDPs can be reformulated as linear programming problems.
Dynamic programming equations are developed for a wide class of risk-aware MDPs in [61] , and corresponding value iteration and policy iteration algorithms are developed. The family of risk measures studied in this work are often called "dynamic risk measures" or "Markov risk measures" and are notable for obeying the property of time-consistency. In [69] , the theory of risk-sensitive MDPs is developed based on Markov type of risk measures which only depend on the current state, rather than on the whole history.
In [58, 71] , policy gradient algorithms are applied to MDPs with CVaR appearing in either the objective or constraints. In [41] , a specific class of risk measures called quantile-based risk measures are proposed for MDPs and a simulation-based approximate dynamic programming (ADP) algorithm is developed for the resulting risk-aware problem. This paper emphasizes importance sampling, to direct samples toward the risky region as the ADP algorithm progresses, which increases the efficiency and accuracy of function approximation. In [70] , a risk-sensitive reinforcement learning algorithm based on utility functions is investigated. A similar technique is applied to the risk-sensitive control of finite MDPs in [17] .
Q-learning
In [57] , modern formulations for MDPs and several reinforcement learning algorithms are presented in detail. In the area of reinforcement learning, the specific technique of Q-learning is introduced in [75] . The idea of Q-learning is to use the observed state transitions and costs to approach the optimal policy (so that exact knowledge of the underlying MDP model is not needed). In [73] , a thorough convergence proof of the Q-learning algorithm is given based on stochastic approximation and the theory of parallel asynchronous algorithms (see [18] for more details on stochastic approximation). The Q-learning technique has wide applications in the areas of robotics and operations management, and has also recently been applied to multi-agent stochastic games [36] .
In [24] , efficient reinforcement learning algorithms for percentile risk-constrained MDPs are proposed. In [70] , a risk-sensitive reinforcement learning algorithm based on utility functions is investigated. A similar technique is applied to the risk-sensitive control of finite MDPs in [17] . In our preliminary work [38] , we combine Q-learning with stochastic gradient descent for risk estimation to solve infinite-horizon MDPs with minimax risk measures. This work serves as initial proof of concept for the idea in our present paper, but it lacks a complete convergence analysis and a full set of experiments.
Contributions
As our main contribution, we develop a stochastic approximation type algorithm for infinite-horizon riskaware MDPs that covers a wide range of risk measures. This algorithm enables us to compute the risk-aware optimal policy based only on observations and is completely model-free. We make the following three specific contributions:
1. Novelty of algorithm: To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic work in the literature that studies stochastic approximation for sequential decision making algorithms with dynamic convex risk measures. Our algorithm is completely model-free. In particular, our algorithm requires fewer conditions compared with the work done in [8, 41, 61, 69, 71] , which rely on probability distributions for simulation or on information about the cost function. Compared with our preliminary work [38] , the algorithm in our present paper has superior convergence properties. Furthermore, we offer a complete convergence analysis in our present paper in contrast to [38] .
Generality:
We consider general minimax formulations of risk, which cover a wide range of risk measures and preferences. In [41] , only quantile-based risk measures are included. In [8, 71] , the algorithms are specific to CVaR. It should also be mentioned that our "risk measure" objective is different from the "risk-sensitive" objective studied in [9, 17, 70] , where the "risk-sensitive" objective is essentially based on expected utility theory.
Sample complexity results:
In our paper, we give a detailed convergence rate analysis of our algorithm based on different learning rates, and we show that it has similar performance compared to classical Q-learning. In addition, we interpret and analyze the effect of parameters and the inner risk estimation procedure on the convergence rate of our proposed algorithm. In [17, 41] , the explicit convergence rate is not completely derived.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews preliminaries on risk measures and risk-aware MDPs. Section 3 then introduces general minimax risk measures and shows by example that many widely investigated risk measures fall within this framework. Section 4 presents the details of our algorithm as well as its almost sure convergence and convergence rate. Section 5 contains the proofs of all our main theorems. The following Section 6 discusses some useful extensions of our main development. We report numerical experiments in Section 7 and then conclude the paper in Section 8.
Preliminaries
This section introduces preliminary concepts and notation (listed in Table 1 ) to be used throughout the paper.
Risk measure
We begin with a probability space (Ω, F, P ), where Ω is a sample space, F is a σ−algebra on Ω, and P is a probability measure on (Ω, F, P ). We work in L = L ∞ (Ω, F, P ), the space of essentially bounded F−measurable functions. For X, Y ∈ L, Y X means that Y (ω)≥X(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω. We define a risk measure to be a function ρ : L → R, which assigns to a random variable X ∈ L a real value ρ(X). The following are four key properties of risk measures:
(A1) Monotonicity: If X Y , then ρ(X) ≥ ρ(Y ). 
(A4) Positive Homogeneity: If α ≥ 0, then ρ(αX) = αρ(X). These conditions were introduced in the pioneering paper [4] and have since been heavily justified in other work including [15, 48, 62] . In financial risk management, (A1) implies a random variable with greater cost almost surely has higher risk. (A2) implies that the addition of a certain cost increases the risk by the same amount. (A3) gives precise meaning to the idea that diversification should not increase risk. (A4) implies that the risk of a position is proportional to its size (i.e., if we double our cost then we double our risk).
A risk measure satisfying (A1)-(A3) is called a convex risk measure, and a risk measure satisfying (A1)-(A4) is called coherent risk measure. A risk measure is law invariant if it only depends on distributions and not on the underlying probability space, i.e. ρ(X) = ρ(Y ), ∀X = D Y, where = D denotes equality in distribution.
Risk-aware MDPs
A typical MDP is given by the tuple (S, A, P, c) where S and A are the state and action spaces and K := {(s, a) ∈ S × A} is the set of all state-action pairs. Let P(S) be the space of probability measures over S, and define P(A) similarly. The transition law P governs the system evolution where P (·|s, a) ∈ P(S) for all (s, a) ∈ K, i.e., P (s |s, a) for s ∈ S is the probability of next visiting the state s given the current state-action pair (s, a). Let c : K → R be the cost function for each state-action pair. Finally, let γ ∈ (0, 1) be a discount factor. We make the following assumptions. Many real life MDP applications naturally fall within the finite state and action setting of Assumption 2.1(i), including machine replacement and sequential online auctions [37] , critical infrastructure protection [53] , wireless sensor networks [3] , and human-robot interaction systems [42, 44] .
In [61] , the modern theory of risk measures is adapted to dynamic programming for MDPs. This class of risk-aware MDPs is constructed in the following way. Let Π denote the class of stationary deterministic Markov policies π which map from states to actions i.e., π : S → A. The state and action at time t are denoted as s t and a t , respectively. A dynamic risk measure is a sequence of risk measures each mapping a future stream of random costs into a risk assessment at the current stage, following the definition of risk maps from [69, 70] , and satisfying the time-consistency property of [61, Definition 3] . Time-consistency means that, given the current stage t 1 and some future time t 2 ≥ t 1 , if the risk of one future sub-sequence of random variables starting from t 2 is less than the risk of another sequence almost surely, then the risk of the first sub-sequence should be lower from the perspective of t 1 .
Based on [61, Theorem 4], time-consistency allows for a recursive evaluation of risk. In particular, we evaluate the risk of a policy π ∈ Π via
where s 0 denotes the initial state. Formulation (1) explicitly captures the risk with respect to the cost associated with the current state-action pair, as well as the future risk. The corresponding risk-aware MDP is then min π∈Π J(π, s 0 ).
Due to the special form of (1), we may compute the optimal policy for Problem (2) by doing dynamic programming.
Saddle-point representation of risk measures
This section introduces the saddle-point representation of general risk measures. To continue, we assume that X ∈ L has bounded support [η min , η max ] (i.e., X(ω) ∈ [η min , η max ] for all ω ∈ Ω). Take Y ⊂ R d1 and Z ⊂ R d2 to be closed and convex sets and define K Y , K Z to be the Euclidean diameters of Y and Z, respectively. For a function G : L × Y × Z → R, we consider the following general class of risk measures,
We define ∂ y G(·, y, z) and ∂ z G(·, y, z) to be the nonempty subdifferentials of the function G for all (y, z) ∈ Y × Z, and we define G y (·, y, z) ∈ ∂ y G(·, y, z) and G z (·, y, z) ∈ ∂ z G(·, y, z) to be particular subgradients with respect to y and z. We make the following assumptions on the function G, based on [50, Assumption B]. 
(iv) The subgradients G y (X, y, z) and G z (X, y, z) are Borel measurable functions taking values in R d1 , R d2 . The subgradients G y (X, y, z) and G z (X, y, z) are uniformly bounded, i.e., there is a constant L > 0 such that G y (X, y, z) ≤ L, and G z (X, y, z) ≤ L for all (y, z) ∈ Y × Z and X ∈ L.
Based on [67, Theorem 7.47] and [67, Remark 18] , we know that under Assumption 3.1(i), the subdifferentials ∂ y E P [G(X, y, z)] and ∂ z E P [G(X, y, z)] are nonempty sets and satisfy
, for all x and y which are in the interior of Y and Z respectively. Thus, the subgradients G y (X, y, z) and G z (X, y, z) satisfy E P G y (X, y, z) ∈ ∂ y E P [G(X, y, z)] and E P G z (X, y, z) ∈ ∂ z E P [G(X, y, z)]. From Assumptions 3.1(i)(iv), we know that E P G y (X, y, z) and E P G z (X, y, z) are also bounded by L. Under Next we give conditions on G such that (3) is a convex risk measure satisfying axioms (A1)-(A3).
Theorem 3.2. Let h z be a class of functions on
is the support of the random variable X, satisfying the following conditions:
(i) h z is P -square summable for every y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z;
(ii) h z is convex for any z ∈ Z and concave in z ∈ Z;
(iii) The subgradients of h z (X − y) on z ∈ Z and y ∈ Y are Borel measurable and uniformly bounded for all X ∈ L;
(iv) h z is Lipschitz continuous on L × Y with constant K G − 1 for all z ∈ L. Then the function G constructed by
satisfies Assumption 3.1. Further, formulation (3) with the choice of (4) is a convex risk measure satisfying axioms (A1)-(A3).
Proof. Let P denote the probability distribution of X, and let φ(·) denote a continuous and subdifferentiable φ-divergence function for measuring the distance between two probability distributions P and P . From [22, 31, 62] , any convex risk measure ρ can be represented as
where µ is a convex function satisfying inf P ∈P µ(P ) = 0, and P is the set
Based on the support function results for φ-divergence uncertainty sets constructed in [11, 12, 56] , any convex risk measure (5) with corresponding set P can be reformulated as a stochastic program:
Inspired by the minimax risk measure investigated in [63, 64, 66, 68] , we develop an extended variant for (6) . Let φ z denote a family of divergence functions parameterized by z ∈ Z that is concave in z ∈ Z, and let φ * z denote their corresponding convex conjugates. Define
to be the set of probability distributions with bound divergence with respect to φ z , z ∈ Z, and set P Z = z∈Z P z . The equivalent stochastic program for (5) with the set P Z is now
Given any class of functions h z parameterized by z satisfying the conditions (i)-(iv) in the statement of the theorem, and letting φ *
for any η ∈ R and b ≥ 0, (7) becomes
where again [η min , η max ] is the support of the random variable X. We have arrived at the desired formulation (4). Since h z is P -square summable for every y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z, the corresponding function G (4) satisfies Assumption 3.1(i). Convexity of h z and its concavity in z ∈ Z lead to this function G satisfying Assumption 3.1(iii). Lipschitz continuity of h z with modulus K G − 1 implies that this function G satisfies Assumption 3.1(ii). The condition that the subgradients of h z (X − y) on z ∈ Z and y ∈ Y are Borel measurable and uniformly bounded, for any X ∈ L, implies that this G satisfies Assumption 3.1(iv).
We now give several applications of Theorem 3.2.
Example 3.3. Optimized certainty equivalent (OCE) (see [13] ) is based on expected utility theory. Define the function u : R → [0, 1] to be a normalized concave utility function that is differentiable with bounded derivative ∂u(·). The OCE is then ρ u (X) = inf η∈ [ηmin, ηmax] 
is the support of the random variable X. In this case, h z (X − y) = u(y − X), z ∈ Z, and Y = [η min , η max ], and the function G is constructed as
CVaR is a special case of OCE obtained by setting the utility function to be piecewise linear concave:
We then obtain CVaR α (X) := min
The next example illustrates a class of risk measures constructed from CVaR.
Example 3.4. Functionally coherent risk measure (see [51, 52] ) is based on the Kusuoka representation in [65] . Given a range of confidence levels [0, 1) with
We know that CVaR α (X) is a convex function, so certainly ρ KS (X) is convex as the maximum of convex functions. In this case
Absolute semi-deviation is another well known risk measure. Example 3.5. Absolute semi-deviation is a type of mean-risk model. Based on [67] , we define the absolute semi-deviation by ρ(X) : 
In this case,
It should be noted that each function G constructed in Examples 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, satisfies parts (i)-(iv) in Assumption 3.1.
We now extend the risk measure (3) to the dynamic setting where we compute the risk of each stateaction pair. In particular, each state-action pair in K will have its own instance of (3). Given the current state s ∈ S and action a ∈ A, the minimax risk for the value of the next state s ∈ S is
which is taken with respect to the transition probability P (·|s, a). For simplicity, we take the function G in (10) to be the same for all (s, a) ∈ K. We also assume that exactly the same conditions hold for this G as for the earlier stochastic saddle-point problem (see Assumption 3.1). Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that R G (s, a) is a convex risk measure for all (s, a) ∈ K, satisfying axioms (A1)-(A3), which means that G may be constructed from Theorem 3.2.
Risk-aware Q-learning algorithm
In this section, we introduce our algorithm which we call 'Risk-aware Q-learning' (RaQL). We also report the almost sure convergence and convergence rate of RaQL. As we have mentioned, this algorithm is based on using stochastic approximation for risk estimation and a variant of Q-learning for computing the optimal risk-aware policy.
Algorithm description
We continue to suppose that R G (s, a) is a convex risk measure for all (s, a) ∈ K. We let V := R |S| be the space of value functions on S in the supremum norm: v ∞ := max s∈S |v(s)|. The risk-aware Bellman operator
where R G (s, a) (v(s )) is of the form (10). The following Proposition 4.1 establishes a key property of T G when R G (s, a) (·) is a convex risk measure for all (s, a) ∈ K.
Proof. We recall formulation (5), and we note that any convex risk measure has a dual representation
where µ is a convex function satisfying inf P ∈P µ(P ) = 0, and P is a set of probability distributions. Since R G (s, a) (·) is convex risk measure, we know that
where we use the fact that
Since γ ∈ (0, 1), Proposition 4.1 shows that T G is a contraction operator. Based on [61, Theorem 4] and [69, Theorem 5.5] , if T G is a contraction operator, then Problem (2) has an optimal value function v *
Additionally, Problem (2) has a stationary optimal policy which is greedy with respect to v * , i.e.
Based on [75] and [70, Theorem 1], we define the Q-value for risk-aware dynamic programming (risk-aware DP) (11) as:
and the optimal Q-value, denoted as Q * , as
Algorithm 1 RaQL Begin Initialization using Step 0; For n = 1, 2 , ..., N do Update the approximation results using Step 1;
Observe the current state s n 1 , and choose an action a n according to agent policy π ; Observe resulting cost c, and next state s n 2 ; For t = 1, 2 , ..., T do Update the risk-aware cost-to-go using Step 2; Stochastic approximation of {Q n t } with respect to t using Step 3; Stochastic approximation of risk measure by Step 4;
Observe new state s n t+2 , and set s n t = s n t+1 ; end for end for
The RaQL procedure is presented as Algorithm 1 (we provide the pseudo code in Algorithm 1 and later give the detailed descriptions of each step). RaQL is an asynchronous algorithm based on two loops: an outer loop for the Q−value updates and an inner loop for risk estimation. Define N to be the total iteration count of the outer loop and T to be total iteration count of the inner loop. In Algorithm 1, we let Q n t (s, a) be the Q-value of the state-action pair (s, a) ∈ K w.r.t. epoch n ≤ N and t ≤ T . Define k ∈ (1/2, 1] to be a learning rate, where we call k = 1 a linear learning rate and k ∈ (1/2, 1) a polynomial learning rate. We consider the step-sizes θ n k for the Q−learning update with respect to epoch n with fixed learning rate k, and step-sizes λ t,α = C t −α for the risk estimation with α ∈ (0, 1] for arbitrary C > 0. Define τ * (·) to be a deterministic function with τ * (n) ∈ [1, n] which satisfies the same conditions as in [50, Algorithm 2.1], and define H Y and H Z to be any positive parameters. Here we use (y n t (s, a), z n t (s, a)) to denote the approximate saddle-point of Problem (10) for (s, a) ∈ K for all n ≤ N and t ≤ T . The detailed description for each step of RaQL follows:
Step 0: Initialize an approximation for the Q-values Q 0 (s, a) for all (s, a) ∈ K; given step-sizes θ n k , λ t,α > 0 for t ≤ T and n ≤ N , with learning rates k and α; deterministic function τ * (·) with τ * (t) ∈ [1, t]; initialize y 0 t (s, a), z n t (s, a) for all t ≤ T and (s, a) ∈ K.
Step 1: For all (s, a) ∈ K, set (y n 1 (s, a), z n 1 (s, a)) = y n−1 T (s, a), z n−1 T (s, a) and Q n 1 (s, a) = Q n−1 T (s, a). Choose an action by policy π that ensures all actions (including actions that may appear sub-optimal) are selected with non-zero probability. This class of π are often called exploration strategies.
Step 2: Compute v n−1 (s n t+1 ) = min a∈A Q n−1 T (s n t+1 , a). Computê q n t (s n t , a n ) = c(s n t , a n ) + γ G v n−1 (s n t+1 ), y n,t (s n t , a n ), z n,t (s n t , a n ) ,
and y n,t (s n t , a n ), z n,t (s n t , a n ) =
Observe a new state and compute the estimated Q-valueq n t , then use the Q n−1 T at the last stage for estimation rather than record all the estimated Q-values for each t ≤ T at stage n − 1.
Step 3: For all (s, a) ∈ K, compute
This update is the same as in standard Q-learning w.r.t the outer loop.
Step 4 : Update y n t+1 (s n t , a n ), z n t+1 (s n t , a n ) =Π Y×Z {(y n t (s n t , a n ), z n t (s n t , a n )) −λ t,α ψ v n−1 (s n t+1 ), y n,t (s n t , a n ), z n,t (s n t , a n ) ,
Algorithm 2 SASP
Step 0. Input: streaming samples {x n } ∞ n=1 of random variable X; step-sizes λ n = C n −α with α ∈ (0, 1] for arbitrary C > 0; deterministic function τ * (·); initial (y 1 , z 1 ) ∈ Y × Z;
Step 1. for n = 1, 2, ..., N do
Step 1a. Update
and x is any realization of the random variable X;
Step 1b. Take the moving average
Our risk estimation step, Step 4, updates the candidate solution of the saddle-point problem for each selected state-action pair.
In steps (16) , (18) , and (19), we use the stochastic approximation for saddle-point problems (SASP) algorithm as presented in [50, Algorithm 2.1]. Similar stochastic approximation algorithms have been investigated in [27, 41, 47, 49] for both static and dynamic optimization problems. Here, we use SASP to estimate the risk with respect to each state-action pair. The SASP algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2. Classical stochastic approximation may result in extremely slow convergence for degenerate objectives (i.e. the objective has a singular Hessian). However, from the results in [50] , the SASP algorithm with properly chosen α ∈ (0, 1] preserves a "reasonable" (close to O(n −1/2 )) convergence rate even when the objective is non-smooth and/or degenerate. Thus, SASP is the right tool for estimation of complex risk measures, e.g. the functionally coherent risk measure in Example 3.4. Based on formulation (9), we see that its objective is non-smooth and degenerate since the Hessian matrix is singular with respect to p ∈ M.
The risk estimation and the Q-value update are mutually dependent. In each iteration of the inner loop, the risk estimation is updated based on the current Q-value. In each iteration of the outer loop, the Q-value is updated based on the temporal difference error induced by the current risk estimate. For risk estimation, we are interested in solving (10) online since the transition probability distribution is not available explicitly. In particular, given the current state and action pair (s, a), neither the expected value of G in (10), nor the partial derivatives {∂ y EG (v(s ), y, z) , ∂ z EG (v(s ), y, z)}(the expectation is with respect to the transition probability), are available explicitly. We assume that at any time instant t, for every desired point (y n,t (s n t , a n ), z n,t (s n t , a n )), one can obtain a "biased estimator" of the aforementioned subgradients. These estimates form a realization of the pair of random vectors, G y (v n−1 (s n t+1 ), y n,t (s n t , a n ), z n,t (s n t , a n )) ∈ R d1 , and G z (v n−1 (s n t+1 ), y n,t (s n . The value of Q n T can be obtained by running this procedure for a total of T inner loops. We reach the final Q-values by repeating this procedure for a total of N outer loops.
Remark 4.2. We resolve the "overestimation" phenomenon (the accumulated error from poor risk estimation) in reinforcement learning described in [35, 74] through the special inner-outer loop structure of RaQL. This phenomenon is not mentioned or resolved in the risk-sensitive reinforcement learning proposed in [70] , where the iterative procedure is analogous to standard Q-learning because of the special structure of utility-based shortfall. RaQL reduces the bias such that, in each epoch, it provides an accurate risk estimate before updating the Q-values. In terms of risk estimation, our algorithm is related to the concept of "Repeated updated Q-learning", proposed in [1] , which resolves the performance degradation when the algorithm is used in noisy non-stationary environments. Our algorithm addresses what we refer to as the "policy-bias" of the action value update. Policy-bias appears in Q-learning because the value of an action is only updated when the action is executed. Consequently, the effective rate of updating an action value directly depends on the probability of choosing the action for execution. For any state-action pair (s n 1 , a n ) chosen by a policy π at the outer loop w.r.t n ≤ N , we perform repeated stochastic approximation to estimate the risk of this action in the inner loop w.r.t t ≤ T for a fixed action a n . This convention increases the probability of choosing optimal actions while also getting a more accurate estimate of the risk.
Main results
We now state the main convergence results for RaQL in this subsection. We first list the necessary definitions and assumptions for our algorithm, most of which are standard in the stochastic approximation literature. We first define a new probability space (Ω, G, P ) where G = σ {(s n t , a n ), n ≤ N, t ≤ T }, and the filtration is
, and captures the history of the algorithm. We make the following fundamental assumption on the admissible policies π . Assumption 4.3. There is an ε > 0 such that the policy π satisfies, for any n ≤ N, t ≤ T , and all (s, a) ∈ K, P (s n t , a n ) = (s, a)|G n t−1 ≥ ε, and P (s n 1 , a n ) = (s, a)|G n−1 T ≥ ε. Assumption 4.3 is an exploration requirement, which guarantees, by the Extended Borel-Cantelli Lemma in [21] , that we will visit every state-action pair infinitely often with probability one. This assumption balances exploration and exploitation in RaQL and in Q−learning more generally, which helps the algorithm avoid getting stuck at locally optimal policies. In particular, [28, 29, 41, 73] define ε-greedy exploration policies as follows.
Definition 4.4. Given ε > 0, an ε-greedy exploration policy chooses a random action with probability ε and otherwise (with probability 1 − ε) greedily chooses the action with the minimal Q-value. We denote a = arg min a∈A Q n−1 T (s, a) and construct the policy π that satisfies P (s n t , a n ) = (s, a)|G n t−1 = ε and P (s n t , a n ) = (s, a )|G n t−1 = 1 − ε for all (s, a) ∈ K, for any n ≤ N, t ≤ T . Similarly, we have P (s n 1 , a n ) = (s, a)|G n−1 T = ε, and P (s n t , a n ) = (s, a )|G n−1 T = 1 − ε for all (s, a) ∈ K, for any n ≤ N, t ≤ T .
Next we formalize our requirements on the step sizes for the Q−value update. [29] , sending the step-size to zero whenever a state-action pair is not visited. This step-size selection ensures that only a single state-action pair is updated when it is observed, leading to the asynchronous nature of RaQL.
We first report the almost sure convergence of RaQL.
Theorem 4.6. (Almost Sure Convergence) Suppose Assumptions 4.3 and 4.5 hold, Algorithm 1 generates a sequence of iterates Q n T that converge almost surely to the optimal values Q * as n → ∞ for all T ≥ 1. Next, we present the convergence rate for RaQL for a polynomial learning rate. Because we are working with an asynchronous algorithm where only one state is visited in each iteration, it is necessary for us to specify that we use an ε-greedy exploration policy. Define K (1) ψ to be the modulus of the Hausdorff distance of the subdifferentials (K (1) ψ is a bound on the way Q n T − Q * 2 affects the Hausdorff distance between subdifferentials w.r.t Q n T and subdifferentials w.r.t Q * , we will provide an explicit choice of K (1) ψ in the following section). Define K S to be the modulus of the stability of the saddle-points.
Theorem 4.7. (High Probability Convergence Rate) Suppose Assumptions 4.3 and 4.5 hold and chooseε > 0
and δ ∈ (0, 1). For an ε−greedy exploration policy and polynomial learning rate (i.e., k ∈ (1/2, 1)), there exists 0 < κ < 1/C K (1) ψ and
such that T satisfies upper and lower bounds: (i)
and (ii)
and N satisfying
Q N T generated by Algorithm 1 satisfies Q N T − Q * 2 ≤ε with probability at least 1 − δ.
Remark 4.8. To simplify the idea, suppose that k is constant and first consider its dependence onε. This dependence gives us the bound Ω((ln(1/ε)/ε 2 ) 1/k + (ln(1/ε)) 1/(1−k) ), which mirrors the bound for classical asynchronous Q-learning from in [29, Theorem 4] . The lower bound on the number of outer iterations N (23) is decreasing with β T . Since the quantity β T is increasing with T , the lower bound on N is decreasing with T . Consequently, improving the quality of the risk estimation by increasing the number of inner loops will improve the overall convergence rate of the algorithm. In addition, the sample complexity will first decrease and then increase as a function of the learning rate k. Furthermore, the sample complexity is directly proportional to the discount factor γ, problem size |S||A|, bounds on the cost V max . It is inversely proportional to the Lipschitz constant K G and the modulus of the Hausdorff distance of the subdifferentials K
ψ . Increasing will also enlarge the sample complexity, revealing that there is a tradeoff between avoiding the algorithm getting stuck at local optima and reducing the overall computational complexity.
Proofs of main results
In this section, we develop the proofs for our RaQL convergence theorems: (i) the almost sure convergence of RaQL and (ii) the convergence rate for RaQL for a polynomial learning rate and an ε-greedy exploration policy. We first briefly overview our analysis and its relationship to existing work.
Our almost sure convergence proof uses techniques from the stochastic approximation literature [45] , [19] and [18] , which are applied to the reinforcement learning and Q-learning in [14, 40, 73, 75] . However, our algorithm differs from risk-neutral Q-learning because it updates Q-values as well as the estimate of the risk estimation by stochastic approximation. The intuition of our proof follows the idea in [41] where multiple "stochastic approximation instances" for both risk estimation and Q-value updating are "pasted" together. The error in risk estimation is captured by the duality gap of the corresponding stochastic saddle-point problem, while the error in Q-values is captured by the distance to the optimal Q * . We must account for the interdependence of these two errors in several parts of our proof.
Our convergence rate proof follows [29] . We begin by showing that Q n T − Q * 2 can be upper bounded almost surely by a deterministic sequence {D m } whose convergence rate is much easier to derive. We also show that Q n t (s, a) − Q * (s, a) is bounded by two simpler stochastic processes Z n t (s, a) and Y n t (s, a). We then derive the explicit convergence rates of Z n t (s, a) and Y n t (s, a) and establish their relationship with D m . In particular, {Z l t (s, a)} l=1,...,n is a martingale difference sequence so we are able to derive a high probability on Z n t (s, a) from the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality. On the other hand, Y n t (s, a) captures all of the biased estimation error terms in RaQL and it can be bounded almost surely by a function of D m . By combining these two results, we show that Q N T − Q * 2 ≤ε holds with high probability. (s , a) . Next, we define the Hausdorff distance between sets with respect to the Euclidean norm.
Almost sure convergence
Definition 5.1. [59] (Hausdorff distance) Let A and B be two non-empty subset of a metric space (M, · 2 ). We define their Hausdorff distance D H (A, B) by
Let
S n,t 1 := {(∂G y (v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ), ∂G z (v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ))}, and S n,t 2 := {(∂G y (v * , y n,t , z n,t ), ∂G z (v * , y n,t , z n,t ))}, be two non-empty subdifferentials of G with respect to v n−1 and v * , given (y n,t , z n,t ). The Hausdorff distance between S n,t 1 and S n,t 2 is D(S n,t 1 , S n,t 2 ). The following Lemma 5.2 bounds D(S n,t 1 , S n,t 2 ) with respect to Q n−1 T − Q * 2 . This result follows from the convergence of subdifferentials of convex functions as well as the Lipschitz continuity of G from Assumption 3.1(ii).
Lemma 5.2. [5] [54, Theorem 4.1] Suppose Assumption 3.1(ii) holds, then there exists K
We now present the proof of Theorem 4.6 step by step.
Step 1: Bounding (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 2 , t ≤ T, n ≤ N , by A Function of Q n−1 T − Q * 2 2 .
Lemma 5.3. Suppose Assumptions 4.3 and 4.5 hold, then there exists
holds for all t ≤ T, n ≤ N .
Proof. From equation (18) in Step 4 of Algorithm 1, we know (y n t+1 , z n t+1 ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 2 = Y×Z (y n t , z n t ) − λ t,α ψ(v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ) − Y×Z (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 2 ≤ (y n t , z n t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) − λ t,α ψ(v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ) 2 2 ≤ (y n t , z n t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2
where the first inequality holds by non-expansiveness of the projection operator and the second inequality holds by Assumption 3.1(iv). Based on Lemma 5.2, we have
We sum the terms ((y n t , z n t ) − (y n, * , z n, * )) Ct −α · ψ(v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ) from τ * (t) to t, divide by 1 t−τ * (t)+1 , and obtain its upper bound:
≤ (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) C(τ * (t)) −α ψ(v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ) − ψ(v * , y n,t , z n,t )
≤ (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 C(τ * (t)) −α ψ(v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ) − ψ(v * , y n,t , z n,t ) 2 ≤C(τ * (t)) −α (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 K
where the first inequality holds due to Assumption 3.1(iii). Using the standard inequality 2ab ≤ a 2 κ + b 2 /κ for all κ > 0, we arrive at − 2 (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) C(τ * (t)) −α ψ(v n−1 , y n,t , z n,t ) − ψ(v * , y n,t , z n,t )
By summing the right hand side of (26) from τ * (t) to t , dividing it by 1 t−τ * (t)+1 , and combining with (27) we obtain
We further claim that we can choose κ satisfying 0 < κ < 1/C K (1) ψ such that
and so (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * )
which is the desired result.
Step 2: Bounding (y * , z * ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 , n ≤ N , by A Function of Q n−1 T − Q * 2 . We first present a well known inequality. 
In particular, Fact 5.4 implies that
for all s ∈ S. y(s, a), z(s, a) )] 2
where the first inequality follows from results about the stability of optimal solutions [72, Theorem 3.1] and [46, Proposition 3.1], the second and fourth inequalities hold based on Fact 5.4, the third inequality holds due to Lipschitz continuity of G by Assumption 3.1(ii), and the last inequality holds based on (30).
Step 3: Applying the Stochastic Approximation Convergence Theorem to Prove Almost Sure Convergence of RaQL. This step completes the proof of Theorem 4.6.
We introduce a functional operator H : y(s, a), z(s, a) ) , s ∼ P (·|s, a), for all (s, a) ∈ K. Equation (14) then becomes
for all (s, a) ∈ K. Next we define two stochastic processes, 
for all (s, a) ∈ K, t ≤ T , and n ≤ N . It is obvious that E Q * (s, a) − H (v * , y * , z * (s, a)) ||G n−1 t+1 = 0 for all (s, a) ∈ K, based on (32) . By Lemma 5.3, we know that
for all (s, a) ∈ K. Inequality (34) holds by setting t = 1 in (25) . In particular, (34) 
The final inequality holds due to Lemma 5.5. Since G is P -square summable for every y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z in Assumption 3.1(i), the minimax risk measure (10) is bounded for all (s, a) ∈ K. Furthermore, based on formulation (13) and boundedness of the cost function c(s, a) by Assumption 2.1(ii), we establish boundedness of Q n t for all t ≤ T, n ≤ N . Boundedness of the Q-values together with results (34) and (35), along with the equality E Q * − H (v * , y * , z * ) |G n−1 t+1 = 0, mean that the update rule (33) satisfies the conditions of [45, Theorem 2.4] and [19, A2] . We now have the ingredients needed to apply the stochastic approximation convergence theorem [45, Theorem 2.4] or [19, Theorem 2.2] to the equation (33) in order to conclude that Q n T (s, a) → Q * (s, a) a.s.,
as n → ∞, for all (s, a) ∈ K. This reasoning completes the almost sure convergence proof.
Convergence rate
In this subsection, we derive the convergence rate of RaQL for a polynomial learning rate (k ∈ (1/2, 1) ) and an ε-greedy exploration policy.
Step 1: Constructing a Deterministic Sequence D m with Convergence Rate 1 − β T to Bound the Error Q n T − Q * 2 . The purpose of Step 1 is to prepare the framework for connecting the convergence rate of RaQL with the convergence rate of a deterministic artificial sequence. We will explicitly construct the sequence that we describe here in later steps.
Suppose there exists 0 < β T < 1, such that if we construct a deterministic artificial sequence D m , m ≥ 1 satisfying D 0 = D 1 = V max and D m+1 = (1 − β T )D m for all m ≥ 1, then for every m there exists some time τ m+1 such that Q n T − Q * 2 ≤ D m+1 holds for all n ≥ τ m+1 . We will verify the existence and provide the explicit formulations of all the ingredients: D m , β T and τ m+1 in the upcoming steps. Clearly, the sequence D m converges to zero by construction. The sequence D m is deterministic with fixed convergence rate 1 − β T , which has far less complex structure than Q n T .
Step 2: Constructing Two Stochastic Processes and Bounding Q n t (s, a) − Q * (s, a) by Their Sum. We can decompose (33) into two separate stochastic processes {Y n,τ t (s, a)} and {Z n,τ t (s, a))}. Let τ be some index of the outer loop of RaQL. We define, for n ≥ τ , the quantity 
for all (s, a) ∈ K, where ζ n t+1 (s, a) := Q * (s, a) − H (v * , y * , z * ) (s, a) and Z τ,τ t = 0, ∀t ≤ T . Similar to the definition of τ m+1 , τ m is the first time such that Q n T − Q * 2 ≤ D m holds for all n ≥ τ m . We also define for n ≥ τ m , the quantity
for all (s, a) ∈ K, where Y τm,τm t (s, a) = D m , ∀t ≤ T . The process (36) is the recursion for the unbiased error terms ζ n t+1 (s, a), while the process (37) is the recursion for the biased error terms (e.g. the sum of the Q-value approximation errors and the duality gaps from the risk estimation). The following Lemma 5.6 which appears in [14] and [29, Lemma 9] shows that the Q-value estimation error at each iteration is almost surely upper bounded by the aggregation of the process (37) and the absolute value of the process (36).
Lemma 5.6. Given the two stochastic processes (36) and (37) , and the update rule (33) ,
Proof. Suppose both n t (s, a) and ξ n t (s, a) are nonnegative for all (s, a) ∈ K. From the right hand side of (37), we have, for all t ≤ T, n ≤ N , that
where the inequality is due to (35) (i.e. that |ξ n t (s, a)| ≤ γK G Q n−1 T − Q * 2 + (y * , z * ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 ), the definition of n t (s, a), and Lipschitz continuity of G from Assumption 3.1(ii) (e.g. | n t (s, a)| ≤ K G (y n,t , z n,t )− (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 ). Combining (38) with (37) and (36), we have, for all t ≤ T, n ≤ N , and (s, a) ∈ K, that
We now use induction. By setting the base case to be n = τ m , we have, for all t ≤ T and (s, a) ∈ K, that Z τm,τm for all (s, a) ∈ K and m ≥ 1, where
for all (s, a) ∈ K and m ≥ 1. We can now write
for all (s, a) ∈ K and m ≥ 1. Since the step sizes θ n k are monotonically decreasing, we can rewrite g n as
Next we bound the term Z n,τm
The sum of the bounds for Y n,τm T and Z n,τm T is then
as desired. Since 0 < β T < 1 holds, which gives the requirement on selection of T , conditions (21) and (22) in the statement of Lemma 5.7 hold.
Step 4: Deriving High Probability Bound on the Term |Z l,τm T | by Azuma-Hoeffding Inequality. The following Lemma 5.8 directly follows from the results in [29, Lemma 28] . It shows that {Z l,τm t (s, a)} l=1,...,n is a martingale difference sequence for all (s, a) ∈ K. . For all (s, a) ∈ K, we have: (i) for any n ∈ [τ m+1 , τ m+2 ], the random variablew n i+τm (s, a) has zero mean and is bounded by Lemma 5.8 and [6] , we obtain a high probability bound on |Z n,τm T (s, a)| by the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality.
Lemma 5.9. Given 0 < δ < 1 and an ε-greedy policy as defined in Definition 4.4, we have (i)
given that τ m = Θ 
with c > 0. Letδ m denote the right hand side of the inequality (41) , which holds for τ m = Θ(ln(1/δ m )V 2 max /(1− ε) 1+3kε2 ). The union bound gives 
gives the desired bound in Lemma 5.9(i). For Lemma 5.9(ii), we know that
and obviously
Using the union bound again shows that 
From Lemma 5.10, we set a 0 to be τ 0 in Lemma 5.9. Based on the formulation of Y n,τm T and β T in Lemma 5.7, Lemma 5.6, and Lemma 5.9, we know that
Sinceε satisfies D m+1 ≤ |Z n,τm T (s, a)| ≤ (1 − 2 e )β T D m =ε, we have by Lemma 5.9(ii) that
. Since this statement holds for all m ∈ [1, 1 1−ε ], based on Lemma 5.10 we have
Given that D m+1 ≤ε and
Since the probability bound (42) holds for all n ∈ [τ m+1 , τ m+2 ], if we use newε to replace |S||A|ε, we get the desired result.
Remarks
In this section we study two extensions of RaQL: random costs and a linear learning rate. The proofs of the results in this section are found in the Appendix.
Random cost
In many applications, the cost function is random rather than deterministic. For example, in inventory control, at inventory level s, we order quantity a, and only learn the cost after seeing the random demand. Let c(s, a, X), X ∈ L, denote the random cost with random noise X, and assume that 0 ≤ c(s, a, X) ≤ C max for all (s, a) ∈ K, almost surely. Following the same technique to deal with random costs in standard Qlearning from [57, 73] , we can simply substitute the random cost for deterministic costs in (14) , and then measure the risk of the sum of random cost and the discounted cost-to-go, when the algorithm performs in noisy non-stationary environments (e.g., multistage inventory control with random demand). Furthermore, we can show that the result of Lemma 5.2 holds for the modified subdifferentials of the function G with respect to c(s n t , a n , x n t ) + γ v n−1 (s n t , a n ), and c(s n t , a n , x n t ) + γ v * (s n t , a n ), based on (44) . We can then follows Step 1 & 2 in Section 5.1 to bound (y n,t , z n,t ) − (y n, * , z n, * ) 2 2 and (y * , z * )−(y n, * , z n, * ) 2 in terms of Q n−1 T −Q * 2 . Finally, we can again apply the stochastic approximation convergence theorem [45, Theorem 2.4] or [19, Theorem 2.2] to prove almost sure convergence of RaQL for random cost.
Linear learning rate
We may also derive the convergence rate of RaQL under a linear learning rate (i.e., k = 1). Naturally, the statement and proofs of the convergence rate for a linear learning rate are different from the case of a polynomial learning rate. In particular, the natural logarithm term e in (40) of Lemma 5.7 is specific to a polynomial learning rate, while for a linear learning rate we have a new relationship between τ m and τ m+1 . Thus, we must construct a different bound on {Y n,τ T }. 
where Ψ is any positive constant, β T is as described in (20) , and T satisfying conditions (21) and (22) , Q N T generated by Algorithm 1 satisfies Q N T − Q * 2 ≤ε with probability at least 1 − δ. The linear learning rate also enables us to derive the convergence rate of RaQL in expectation as summarized in Theorem 6.3. For the probability bounds on the convergence rate summarized in Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 6.1, we show that there exists a probability δ such that the stated convergence rate does not hold. The randomness in this case comes from both the -greedy exploration policy as well as the transitions of the underlying MDP. Under a linear learning rate, we can derive a convergence rate for the conditional expectation of the error E Q N T − Q * 2 |G N −1 T +1 . The convergence rate in expectation with a linear learning rate is based on the following result from [26] . Lemma 6.2. [26] Consider a sequence {a n }. Suppose that the following recursive inequality holds for some b > 1 and every n ≥ 1 that a n ≤ 1 − b n a n−1 + c n 2 .Then, if d ≥ max c b−1 , a 0 , it follows that a n ≤ d n for n ≥ 1.
Next, we present the convergence rate result in expectation under linear learning rate. 
Givenε > 0, set
where C G bounds the term
ψ κ)
Then, Q N T generated by Algorithm 1 satisfies E Q N T − Q * 2 |G N −1 T +1 ≤ε.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we report numerical experiments to help validate RaQL. First, we test the performance of our algorithm on different risk measures including CVaR and absolute semi-deviation, and then compare the performance with classical risk-neutral Q-learning. These results confirm the almost sure convergence of our algorithm as well as its competitive convergence rate. Second, we test the performance of our algorithm against risk-sensitive Q-learning (RsQL) as proposed in [70] for the entropic risk measure. This comparison reveals the advantages of RaQL both in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy. In our third set of experiments, we compare SASP and stochastic subgradient descent for risk estimation. This comparison demonstrates that SASP is better suited to estimation of complex risk measures. The experiments were performed on a generic laptop with Intel Core i7 processor, 8GM RAM, on a 64-bit Windows 8 operating system via Matlab R2015a and CPLEX Studio 12.5.
Experiment I: Risk-aware vs. Risk-neutral
We intend to show that a variety of risk measures fit into our RaQL framework, and also to show that RaQL has good numerical performance compared with risk-neutral Q-learning. We will evaluate performance in terms of the relative error Q n T − Q * 2 / Q * 2 , n ≤ N , where Q * is computed exactly by doing risk-aware DP (as proposed in [61] ) where in each iteration the risk-aware Bellman operator is constructed by solving an exact stochastic saddle-point optimization problem. We run our experiments on an artificial MDP with random costs, discount factor γ = 0.1, and ten states and ten actions. We set the number of outer iterations to be N = 10000, and the number of inner iterations to be T = 100. In these experiments, we terminate dynamic programming after finding an -optimal policy with = 0.01.
• Conditional value-at-risk (RaQL-CVaR): Set α = 0.1; linear learning rate k = 1. RaQL terminates after 28.372s, while risk-aware DP terminates after 112.572s.
• Risk-neutral (Risk-neutral QL): Linear learning rate k = 1. Q-learning terminates after 0.312s, while dynamic programming terminates after 0.078s.
• Absolute semi-deviation (RaQL-AS): Set r = 0.5; linear learning rate k = 1. RaQL terminates after 33.982s, while risk-aware DP terminates after 386.655s.
As shown in the following Figure 2 , RaQL converges almost surely to the optimal Q-value as expected. In fact, it is much faster than doing exact risk-aware DP. This phenomenon is the opposite of the situation for the risk neutral case where Q-learning needs more time than dynamic programming. We conjecture that the estimate of risk in each iteration of risk-aware DP is based on solving an exact saddle-point optimization problem, which is much more computationally challenging than SASP in RaQL. Moreover, in this experiment RaQL follows a similar convergence rate compared to classical Q-learning.
Experiment II: RaQL vs. RsQL
In this experiment, we compare the performance of RaQL with risk-sensitive Q-learning (RsQL) as proposed in [70] . RsQL can solve finite state and action, infinite-horizon MDPs with utility-based shortfall. We use the entropic risk measure as proposed in [30, 32] to compare these two algorithms. An entropic risk measure can be constructed by taking u(x) = 1 − exp(−λ x), λ > 0 and x ∈ R in OCE from Example 3.3. We set λ = 0.01 for this utility function, the number of outer iterations to be N = 1 × 10 5 , and the number of inner iterations to be T = 10 for RaQL. The total number of iterations for RsQL is 1 × 10 5 . The other model and parameter settings remain the same as those from Experiment I. Under these settings, RsQL terminates after 4.559s and RaQL uses 4.521s to complete first 1 × 10 4 iterations. Figure 3 shows that the convergence rate of RaQL is faster than RsQL. In this case, the relative error of RaQL falls below 10% after around 1 × 10 4 iterations and the relative error of RsQL is still above 80% after 1 × 10 5 iterations. We conjecture that the inner-outer loop structure of RaQL estimates the risk and updates the Q-values independently, which helps to reduce the bias in iterative Q-learning. In contrast, in RsQL, the risk estimation and Q-value updates are conducted simultaneously which results in a higher bias. In future research, we will extend RaQL to handle continuous state and action spaces by incorporating function approximation techniques. We will also explore new methods for speeding up the risk estimation subroutine to reduce the overall computational complexity.
Using the union bound and the fact in an interval of length 1+Ψ 1−ε τ m , each state-action pair is visited at least (1 + Ψ)τ ω times, we get Proof of Theorem 6.3: To start, we investigate the convergence rate of risk estimation step w.r.t t by stochastic approximation technique. We first refer to the convergence rate analysis of Algorithm 2 in [50] . As a measure of the quality of a candidate solution (y, z) ∈ Y × Z , we use the duality gap d(y, z) proposed by [ 
For simplicity, we use function f (t) to denote the right hand side of (46) .
